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Abstract: We report on an approach to generate non-diffractive and non-dispersive Airy3 
bullets with enhanced spatio-temporal energy confinement. By appropriately reshaping the 
initial spectral components in the Fourier domain, the resulting optical bullets show a 
significant enhancement of their central lobe intensity while exhibiting a reduced spatio-
temporal outspread of the surrounding sub-lobes - typical of Airy3 bullets. Numerically, we 
demonstrate that when propagating in dispersive media within a linear regime, such 
optimized Airy3 bullets maintain the peculiar properties of their “standard” counterparts, 
including curved trajectories, non-spreading features and self-healing. We foresee direct 
applications in novel and non-disruptive optical techniques for imaging, tomography and 
spatio-temporally resolved spectroscopy. 
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When propagating in a homogenous dielectric medium, an optical wave packet naturally 
tends to spread in both space and time due to the combined effects of diffraction and 
dispersion. Over the past decade, tremendous efforts have been made by the community to 
suppress this energy spreading through the generation of so-called “optical light bullets” [1-
4]. Optical nonlinearities are able to compensate dispersion/diffraction, thus allowing to 
maintain the temporal/spatial shape of an optical pulse/beam throughout propagation, 
commonly referred to as temporal/spatial solitons [5]. Although of high interest for numerous 
applications, the use of nonlinearity to mitigate such spreading is limited by particular 
combinations of propagation media and optical wave packet parameters (i.e. beam waist, 
pulse duration, power), which not only needs to be perfectly characterized, but also cannot be 
easily tuned over a wide range of parameters. Additionally, the associated optical bullets, 
basically in need of intense powers to gain nonlinearity, may be incompatible with non-
disruptive or non-invasive techniques including, for example, biomedical imaging or optical 
probing, where the samples are prone to be damaged under intense light illumination. In the 
linear regime, non-diffractive and non-dispersive solutions can be employed to produce 
optical bullets by means of X-wave or O-wave optical structures [3,4]. Quite recently, self-
accelerating solutions (namely Airy beams/pulses) have offered the opportunity to generate 
linear optical bullets with new features [6,7]. Such characteristics [8-21] have indeed proven 
to be useful in numerous applications and in several fields including, among others, the 
generation of curved plasma channels [13], photo-induced waveguides [16], curved electric 
discharges [17], as well as for optical trapping [15], optical micro/nano-processing [20], and 
light-sheet microscopy [18].The associated method for the generation of Airy bullets is 
straightforward, since the Airy wave packet can exist in one dimension and can be hence 
directly applied to shape the temporal profile of optical bullets, while in the spatial domain, 
one can adopt non-diffractive beams to generate different optical bullets, such as Airy-Bessel 
[6], Airy-Airy (i.e. Airy3) [7], Airy-Parabolic-Cylinder [22], Airy-Hermite-Gaussian [23] and 
Airy-Tricomi-Gaussian [24] . Among others, Airy3 bullets are of particular interest as they 
can accelerate in both the spatial and temporal domains. However, such bullets have the 
intrinsic disadvantage of occupying a large (spatio-temporal) volume filled by numerous sub-
lobes, while only the (intense) main lobe is in fact relevant for most applications 
[13,15,16,18,20,21]. This drawback is thus expected to strongly restrict the range of targeted 
applications, especially in  areas where low energies and yet high confinement of the bullets 
are simultaneously required, including for example spatio-temporally resolved and non-
disruptive optical probing, microscopy, as well as biomedical applications [18,25,26]. To the 
best of our knowledge, few studies have addressed the possibility of reshaping these bullets to 
reach an optimization of the energy distribution while still maintaining their useful properties 
[27-31].  
In this paper, we report numerical investigations related to the optimization of an Airy3 
bullet. In particular, a method is provided to generate an energy-confined light pulse by 
reshaping both the temporal and spatial spectra of the conventional Airy3 bullet. We show 
that an appropriate compression of the spatiotemporal input spectrum leads to the generation 
of a “narrow” version of the conventional light localization, which exhibits a significant 
enhancement in terms of peak intensity. Furthermore, such an increase is matched by the 
confinement of its spatio-temporal profile, while still preserving its peculiar propagation 
characteristics (i.e. acceleration and self-healing properties). 
 
2. Theory of (3+1)D accelerating optical bullets 
In the linear regime, the spatio-temporal propagation of an optical pulse in a dispersive 
medium can be described by the (3+1) D paraxial differential equation: 
   (1) 
where  is the slowly-varying envelope of the electric field, x and y are 
the transverse coordinates, z refers to the longitudinal propagation distance, and  / gt z v     
represents the time coordinate in a frame moving with the group velocity gv . The transverse 
Laplacian operator 2 2 2 2 2
 / / x y      in Eq. (1) describes the diffraction effect, while 
the right hand side term accounts for dispersion, where the wave number 0 0 0( ) ( ) /n c   
and group velocity dispersion 02 22 0( ) |/       are evaluated at the carrier frequency 0 .  
Using the dimensionless coordinates 0 0 0( , ) ( , , , ) ( / , / , / , / ) diffR Z X Y T Z x w y w z L   , 
where 0w is the beam spatial width and 0 the pulse duration, Eq. (1) can be recast into a 
normalized form by introducing the diffraction length 20 0( )diffL w  and dispersion length
2
0 2 0/ | )( |dispL    : 
 
         2 2 222 2 2, , , , 1     0,2  diffdispR Z R Z R Z R ZLi signZ LX Y T                   (2) 
Here, we consider the propagation in an anomalous dispersion regime ( 2 0  ).  As both 
the spatial and temporal coordinates can be readily rescaled in this expression, we here 
assume that dispersion and diffraction have the same quantitative effect along propagation so 
that diff dispL L . In this case, the spatiotemporal evolution of an optical bullet is isotropic and 
can be simplified for analytic purposes, yielding: 
   (3) 
where 2 2 2 2 2 2 2/ / /X Y T         is the spatiotemporal Laplacian operator.  
 
3. Finite-energy Airy3 bullet 
In what follows, we consider an Airy3 bullet [7,9] whose initial amplitude takes the form of  
,0) ) ( )( )  ( ( X Y TX Y TR Ai X Ai Y Ai T e      , where Ai refers to the Airy function [32] and the 
truncation coefficients   1  , ,i i X Y T   are positive and constants (i.e. in relation with 
the finite energy of the Airy3 bullet). In the Fourier space, the corresponding spatio-temporal 
spectrum is characterized by a 3D cubic spectral phase    2 2 2 Φ( ,0)   X X Y Y T Tk k ki KK e e       , 
yielding a solution to Eq. (3) of the form: 
   (4) 
An ideal Airy3 bullet moves freely along the parabolic trajectory defined as
2 2 2( /4( , /4 /4), ) , ,X Y T Z Z Z , for which the bullet intensity profile remains invariant over 
the longitudinal propagation (i.e. non-diffractive and non-dispersive).  
In the dimensionless space ( , , )X Y T , the largest value of the beam intensity evolves 
along the parabolic trajectory 2 2,( /4 ),/4Z Z Z , while the temporal shift of the peak power in 
the longitudinal direction exhibits the trajectory 2 /4T Z , which physically corresponds  to 
a modification in the propagation velocity of the Airy wave packet. Note that, for the sake of 
simplicity, the truncation parameters of each component in Eq. (4) are assumed equal, so that
X TY      . In our simulations, we considered a small truncation factor of 0.04   in 
order to obtain a bullet that can preserve its shape over a sufficient propagation distance, 
while at the same time ensuring that the numerical grid span is sufficiently discretized. This 
was necessary to both encompass properly the whole bullet and resolve accurately the fine 
bullet characteristics (taking into account the computational memory limitation of our 
system).    
 
 
Fig. 1. (a,b) Spatio-temporal and (c,d) spectral intensity isosurfaces (blue shading) of a (finite-
energy) Airy3 bullet at 0Z  and 5Z  , respectively. Red isosurfaces (95% intensity cutoff) 
highlight the bullet main lobe in (a,b), and its spectral counterpart in (c,d). The red line in (c,d) 
corresponds to the central axis of the red shaded cylinder in (d), i.e. the channel containing the 
spectral components of the main lobe during bullet propagation.  
 
 
Figure 1 shows the intensity profile of the Airy3 bullet and its Fourier space counterpart 
(95% cutoff isosurfaces) at two different propagation distances (i.e., 0Z  and 5Z  ). As 
shown in Fig. 1(a,b), the spatio-temporal wave packet is characterized by an intense main 
lobe (highlighted in red), as well as numerous sub-lobes. Although one may identify non 
negligible spreading when approaching 5Z   (i.e. the increase of the bullet expansion due to 
its finite energy), we verified that the main lobe maintains its shape over a significant 
propagation range and follows closely the predicted parabolic trajectory along the direction
2 2 2
, , ) ( / 4, / 4, /( 4)S X Y T Z Z Z  .  
In the Fourier space, the intensity isosurfaces shown in Fig. 1(c,d) exhibit a spherical 
shape (blue isosurface), intrinsically associated to the spherical symmetry set by the 3D 
Gaussian amplitude of the input spectrum. In contrast, the spectral content associated with the 
bullet main lobe (smaller red isosurface) changes along propagation [Fig. 1(c,d)]. In 
particular, the main lobe spectral content is confined within an elliptic cylinder (red shading). 
Such cylinder is orientated along the axis  with the half-axes defined along the 
(orthogonal) directions  and . This indicates that part 
of the energy does not contribute to the main lobe and is typically wasted for most 
applications based only on the accelerating properties of the main lobe. 
 
4. Compressed Airy3 Bullet 
The fact that the spectral components associated with the main lobe of Airy3 bullets are found 
within a specific spectral location is important for optimizing the bullet characteristics, as 
targeted in our current work. Indeed, by properly reshaping its spectral content, we can obtain 
a significant enhancement of the bullet main lobe intensity together with reduced overall 
spatiotemporal expansion. This can be achieved by squeezing the initial spherical spectrum of 
the Airy3 bullet into the ellipsoid associated with the bullet main lobe (in a similar way to the 
approach already reported in the spatial domain only for two-dimensional Airy beams [30]), 
i.e., by compressing the spatio-temporal spectral intensity along both the directions 
 and . We define the compression parameters as the 
ratio between the Gaussian waist Q  (or R ) obtained after the spectral compression along 
 (or ) and the initial waist of the spectrum   given in Eq.(4), so that /Q QC    , 
and /R RC   . 
 
Fig. 2. Isosurfaces plots of the bullet generated using a “squeezed” spectrum along  and 
 with a compression factor 8Q RC C  . The initial spectrum (blue sphere) shown in (c), 
corresponding to the classic Airy3 bullet, is reshaped into an ellipsoid (green shading). Details 
are as those reported in the caption of Fig. 1. 
 
 
In Fig. 2, we show numerical results obtained by first employing a symmetric 
compression (i.e. 8Q RC C   in this example) of the spherical spectrum in Fig. 1. The 
compressed spectrum is depicted as green isosurfaces, and compared with the initial Gaussian 
spectrum (blue shading). Accordingly, the spatiotemporal profile of the bullet (blue) exhibits 
a reduced expansion compared to the classic case, but the shape of the main lobe (red) 
remains almost unaffected at both propagation distances [Fig. 2(a,b)]. Note that in the 
following, we consider only a reshaping (i.e. redistribution) of the initial bullet spectral 
intensity so that, for any compression factor used, the total bullet energy remains constant and 
equal to unity. 
 
5. Impact of Airy3 bullet compression 
In the following, we compare the classic bullet of Fig. 1 with the newly generated bullet of 





Fig. 3. Comparison of (a) spatiotemporal trajectories, (b) peak intensities and (c) comparison 
of the volumes along propagation between a compressed bullet and a classic Airy bullet. (d-e) 
Illustration of the self-healing behavior for the newly generated bullet in Fig. 2. The main lobe 
of the bullet is removed at 0Z   in (d), and regenerated at 5Z   in (e). 
 
As seen in Fig. 3(a), the compressed bullet (red circles) maintains the same trajectory as 
for its uncompressed counterpart (blue dots) to follow the predicted parabolic path over the 
range : 5[ 5 ]Z    (black line in Fig. 3(a)]. Yet, remarkably, it exhibits a significant 
enhancement (i.e. by a factor > 3) of the peak intensity in comparison with its classic 
equivalent (and whose maximal peak intensity is used for normalization [Fig. 3(b)]). What is 
probably the most striking feature is illustrated in Fig. 3(c), where we extracted and compared 
the volume of the bullet in both the “classic” and compressed cases. Such volumes are 
calculated as the sum of the overall spatio-temporal span ( . .V X Y T    ) where the bullet 
intensity is above 0.1% of its peak intensity, and are further normalized with respect to the 
value for the main lobe of the Airy3 bullet shown in Fig. 1(a). One can notice the drastic 
volume reduction of the compressed bullet - up to two orders of magnitude (see left/right axis 
scale) when compared to the classic case. In order to verify that the newly generated bullet 
still exhibits the features of standard Airy beams, we investigate its self-healing properties. In 
a typical example, its main lobe is numerically removed at 0Z  [Fig. 3(d)]. As for a 
conventional Airy beam, the main lobe is regenerated during propagation [Fig. 3(e)]. 
Therefore, the bullet can be optimized in terms of intensity and spatio-temporal expansion, 
while maintaining its properties via a proper spectral compression, which could not be 
reached otherwise (e.g. by only using a Gaussian shape with a higher truncation parameter).  
In what follows, we report a more detailed and quantitative study of the impact of the 
spectral compression on the bullet properties at 0Z  .  
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Peak intensity at 0Z   as a function of the spectral compression factors QC  and 
RC (the optimal value is shown with a white dot). (b) Peak intensity and (c) volume of the 
bullet for symmetric compression (i.e. along the white dashed line in (a), where Q RC C ). The 
inset in (c) illustrates the volume of the main lobe upon spectral compression. (d) 
Corresponding energy ratio associated to the main lobe.  
 
The truncation factor is the same as in Figs. 1-3, i.e. 0.04  . Figure 4(a) shows a 
colorplot of the peak intensity as a function of both compression factors QC and RC . One can 
readily see that a significant intensity enhancement can be obtained even for low compression 
factors, and that an optimal value tends to appear for symmetric compression, i.e., Q RC C . 
Under this condition (white dashed diagonal line), the relevant bullet properties are extracted 
and illustrated in Figs. 4(b-d). The maximum peak intensity enhancement appears for 
compression factors around 10. Deviations from this value lead to a squeezed spectrum that 
does not overlap perfectly with the spectral components associated to the main lobe, and 
hence cause the peak intensity to decrease [Fig. 4(b)]. The impact of spectral compression on 
the overall bullet volume is shown in Fig. 4(c), where one can observe an exponential-like 
decay of the volume as the bullet spectrum is compressed, until reaching quasi-saturation for 
compression greater than ~10. In contrast, the bullet main lobe volume varies quite slowly 
and exhibits a linear increase with the degree of squeezing [see the inset in Fig. 4(c)]. 
Therefore, we can infer that the energy stored in the main lobe increases monotonically with 
the compression factor, as further illustrated in Fig. 4(d). The main lobe contains only about 
10% of the total bullet energy for the classic “noncompressed” Airy3 bullet, while for the 
compressed bullet of Fig. 2 (i.e. 8Q RC C  ), this ratio reaches more than 40%, i.e. a 4-fold 
increase. In addition, our numerical results predict the possibility to concentrate more than 
half of the bullet energy in the main lobe for a compression factor of 10Q RC C  . 
Our approach presents two advantages: not only it increases the intensity/energy of the 
bullet main lobe, but it also reduces its overall spatio-temporal expansion. Clearly, both 
aspects are associated with an improvement of the bullet energy confinement (here calculated 
as the ratio between energy and volume), as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Energy confinement of the total bullet (blue line) and its main lobe (red line) as a 
function of spectral compression. The energy confinement is calculated as the average ratio 
between energy and volume shown in Fig. 4(c-d), and normalized to unity with respect to the 
case of an uncompressed Airy3 bullet. 
 
We can thus observe that the energy confinement of the bullet main lobe (red line) is 
indeed enhanced by a factor of approximately 3 for an optimal compression factor of around 
10. The main significant aspect of such compression is nevertheless associated with the 
overall bullet energy confinement, which can be improved by a factor of as much as 50 for a 
similar degree of spectral compression. 
 
6. Discussion 
The impact of spectral compression depends clearly on the initial truncation parameter.  Here 
we focused on the case of 0.04   (due to numerical grid limitations) that mimics typical 
experimental truncation values [10,12,33]. We conducted additional numerical simulations 
for lower values of  - generally used to increase the distance for which Airy beams are non-
spreading. In such cases, our proposed method provides an even more efficient way to 
improve the bullet energy confinement, yielding, e.g., to a bullet energy confinement 
enhanced by a factor of 150 for a truncation factor 0.02  . 
Although out of the scope of this study, we foresee that several experimental 
implementations of an Airy3 bullet spectral reshaping could be readily obtained. In fact, it is 
worth noting that the potential energy confinement reported here is intrinsically associated 
with an optimal overlap of the overall spectral components with the spectral location of the 
bullet main lobe (i.e. the red shaded section shown in Fig. 1(d)). In this framework, we expect 
that similar features can be observed by redistributing the bullet spectral content in an 
appropriate manner before applying, in the Fourier plane, i) a cubic phase for the temporal 
shaping [34, 35] (along  , to generate an Airy pulse), ii) a “spatial” cubic phase [10,13,14] 
(with a 2D spatial light modulator - SLM) - following a proper spatial compression, as well as 
iii) angular dispersion and iv) a front tilt, in order to ensure the desired projection of the bullet 
spectrum onto the  ,X YK K plane of the spatial SLM [36]. The actual implementation is 
expected to require additional adjustments that will be the subject of further investigation, 
taking into account the numerical apertures and physical parameters of the system. 
Nevertheless, we believe that such an approach may be implemented through the conjoint use 
of widely available dispersive and focusing optical elements such as gratings and lenses, 
along with spatial light modulators ensuring the imprinting of the desired spectral phase on 
both the (distinct) spatial and temporal components, i.e. as in a 3D expansion of already 
realized spatial and temporal waveshaping implementations [6,7,30,37,38].   
In this framework, it is worth underlining that the compressed Airy3 bullets studied here 
possess, for each propagation distance, the peculiar property of presenting a reduced and 
limited spectral bandwidth compared to its “classic” counterpart. We therefore expect these 
peculiar bullets to open new avenues to applications such as spatio-temporally resolved 
spectroscopy, where resolution could be greatly enhanced. 
 
7. Conclusion 
We reported a numerical study showing the ability to realize spatiotemporal energy 
confinement of an Airy3 bullet by way of an appropriate spectral reshaping of the bullet 
amplitude in the Fourier space. The spectral compression proposed here has the potential to 
“squeeze” a classic Airy3 bullet, and can hence lead to an enhanced energy confinement, 
while the newly generated bullet maintains the peculiar properties of standard Airy bullets, 
including self-acceleration, diffraction/dispersion-less propagation and self-healing. We 
expect these results to have a significant impact for optimizing accelerating optical bullets in 
applications requiring non-disruptive and non-invasive techniques, including for example 
biomedical imaging, highly localized optical probing, and spatio-temporally resolved 
spectroscopy. 
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